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Abstract

Disks around single white dwarfs have been observed as infrared excesses since 1987. Over
time, these excesses have shown variability, leading to the conclusion that these debris disks
undergo changes. However, the infrared excess should not be the only detectable signature
from these disks. They are also expected to reflect visible light, a phenomenon yet to be
studied for white dwarf debris disks. This project aims to first find disk parameters that
approximately reproduce the observed changes in infrared excess. These parameters will
then be used to predict the amount of visible reflected light and asses its detectability. In
doing so, I rederive the flat disk model originally proposed by Jura and add one parameter
for the albedo and one for the packing fraction of the disk. Next, I derive two models for the
reflected light: one assuming a Lambertian surface and one using the Henyey–Greenstein
phase function. I find that the flat disk model can match the observed variability when
allowing changes in packing fraction. Such changes can for example correspond to mass loss
due to collisional grinding within the disk. The reflected light coming from the disk makes
up about 0.03% of the stellar light, which could be detectable using relative photometry
over months and years using a precise telescope such as CHEOPS, TESS, or PLATO.





Popular summary

Despite the misleading name white dwarfs have nothing to do with Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs from Grimm’s fairytales. Instead, these types of stars unfold the final chapter
of the fascinating life cycle of a star. When a star runs out of fuel a series of events takes
place leading to drastic changes. Planets close to the star are either engulfed by the dying
star or destroyed by collisions with other objects. The core of the star, known as a white
dwarf, is the only remainder of this destructive event. For many years this was thought
to be true until dust was found to orbit a white dwarf by Zuckerman and Becklin in 1987.
Since then, more and more white dwarfs have been found to host rings of dust. These
so-called debris disks give rise to many questions: How do these rocks survive the violent
death of the star? What do these disks look like and what are they made of?

Answering these questions is challenging since one cannot quickly send a spacecraft to
a white dwarf and take a picture. Instead, one must measure the incoming light from the
star and create theoretical models that can explain the observations. As if this was not
difficult enough, these disks seem to change with time, as recent observations show. This
variability is yet unexplained, but with the help of more advanced mathematical models,
astrophysicists are on the hunt for answers.

The easiest way to imagine the debris around white dwarfs is by viewing them as
a similar system to Saturn and its rings: a so-called flat debris disk. Rocks of many
different sizes and forms lie in the same plane and orbit around the star. If this disk then
becomes smaller or larger in radius, the light measured from the white dwarf is going to
look different. Depending on how many rocks there are in the disk, or in other words, how
packed the disk is, the observed spectrum changes as well.

In my project, I derive two models for debris disks: one that simulates the light coming
from the disk heating up, also called the infrared excess and one that simulates the reflected
light from the disk. Each model has parameters that describe different properties of the
disks. By changing them, I can see how different disks correspond to different spectra.
This knowledge is helpful to for example see what parameters of the infrared excess model
I have to change to match the observed variability of the disk. Using these parameters, I
can then show what the reflected light is expected to look like in theory. This endeavour
is particularly valuable given that reflected light from a white dwarf debris disk has not
been observed yet.

White dwarfs are the remains after a star dies, yet their story is still unfolding. A
fascinating part of this story are debris disks, which describe the rock formations orbiting
these stars. To understand the stories behind white dwarfs and their debris disks one
has to look at observed data and establish theoretical models that can recreate the data
observed. My models simulate the heat and the reflected light coming from a debris disk
and by changing parameters I can see what disk properties correspond to observed spectra.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

White dwarfs are remnants of stars that have come to the end of their lifecycle. After a
star has gone through the giant branch phases, all material once orbiting a main–sequence
star should have been lost (Veras et al., 2024). But, as observations show, some material
survives and is gathered into debris disks. Over the years, various processes leading to
the formation and evolution of white dwarf debris disks have been studied in detail. For
instance, the material can be delivered to the star through scattering events, where an
asteroid approaches close to the star, gets disrupted, and subsequently accreted onto the
white dwarf (McDonald and Veras, 2023; Bonsor et al., 2011). The accreted material can
then be detected spectroscopically in the white dwarf’s atmosphere (Paquette et al., 1986).

The first white dwarf with a dusty disk was found by Zuckerman and Becklin (1987)
by observing an excess in radiation in infrared. These observational signatures are known
as the infrared excess, which describes a small peak in flux density next to the peak of the
white dwarf. These plots are also known as spectral energy distributions (SEDs). Recent
observations reveal that these spectral energy distributions vary over time for most white
dwarfs with debris disks (Swan et al., 2019, 2020, 2021).

Swan et al. (2019) suggested that this variability arises from the disks changing over
different timescales. They observed that the infrared flux variability is common among
white dwarf debris disks and that dimming and brightening episodes are equally frequent
(Swan et al., 2020). Furthermore, they observed variations in flux over timescales of months
to years rather than minutes or hours. The observed infrared variability led to their
assumption that collisions most likely drive these flux changes and that dust production is
therefore an ongoing process (Swan et al., 2021).

The infrared excess without the variability can be described by the flat disk model
originally proposed by Jura (2003). It describes the debris disk as a set of flat and opaque
rings around the white dwarf, each with a different temperature. While describing the
infrared excess well, a static flat disk model cannot account for the infrared variability
observed by Swan et al. (2019).

In this project, I set up models for white dwarfs and their debris disks to study the
infrared excess. I start by looking at a simple blackbody, which is followed by the flat disk
model by Jura (2003). I then add albedo and packing fraction to the model to examine how
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

each parameter affects the SED and to see what is needed to match recent observations.
Additionally, I derive two models for reflected light coming from the disk, one simplified

model that assumes a Lambertian disk and one model using the Henyey–Greenstein phase
function (Henyey and Greenstein, 1941), to study how the infrared variability affects the
reflected light. So far, visible light photometry for these white dwarfs has been limited to
those where some of the material transits in front of the star. Therefore, using these models,
I want to see if the reflected light could be detectable, regardless of the disk orientation.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Effects of Stellar Evolution on Planets and Small

Bodies

Before a main–sequence (MS) star becomes a white dwarf, it undergoes the giant branch
phases. In doing so the star experiences drastic changes, which affect the former planetary
system significantly. Three main phenomena occur: mass loss, increase in luminosity, and
increase in radius. The star loses a significant fraction of its mass through stellar winds
(Prialnik, 2010), which changes the gravitational potential in the system. As a result, the
orbits of planetary bodies expand. The luminosity of the star increases by several orders
of magnitude and the dust is drawn into the star by Poynting-Robertson drag (Bonsor
and Wyatt, 2010), while pebbles and asteroids either go inwards or outwards due to the
Yarkovsky effect (Veras et al., 2015a, 2019). The increase in radius (visualised by the red
line in Fig. 2.1) leads to the star engulfing its inner planets. But, since the star is also
losing its mass, there is a race between the star and the planetary orbit expanding (Veras
et al., 2024). An overview of the effect of stellar evolution on planets is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.1: The first row shows a planetary system and its host star. As this star goes
through the giant branch phases, the planetary system experiences drastic changes. The
star engulfs its inner planets due to an increase in radius. Additionally, the star loses mass,
leading to the expansion of planetary orbits, as shown in the last row.
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After the star has gone through the giant branch phases, dust, and pebbles are redistributed
within the system. The remnant core of the star is known as a white dwarf. These
stars have a small radius but very high surface gravity and their atmospheres should
be composed of either hydrogen or helium since any heavier elements are dragged down
below the photosphere (Koester, 2009). However, observations show that white dwarf
atmospheres can exhibit elements heavier than helium, which leads to the reasoning that
these elements must come from accreted material (Paquette et al., 1986).

2.2 Observations

Due to the radius of an MS star expanding drastically during the asymptotic giant branch
phases, there should be no material within a few au of the white dwarf. However, there
is surprising evidence of material very close to the white dwarf, which can be detected
by transits, infrared excess, and emission and absorption lines. A transit can be observed
as a decrease in broadband photometric flux followed by an increase. These dimming
and brightening events are periodic due to the orbital motion of the material. Therefore,
changes in the amount of dimming indicate dynamical activity. A build-up of dust and
debris creates many different transit peaks, while sharp dimming events come from planet-
like objects (Veras et al., 2024). Transit photometry is only sensitive to planets in close
orbit to the white dwarf but such planets are unlikely to survive stellar evolution. This
implies that planets on orbits close to white dwarfs should be scarce. However, at least
one example is known to host a planet: WD 1856+534. A Jupiter-sized planet was found
to orbit this white dwarf by Vanderburg et al. (2020) using NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet
Survey Satellite (TESS). In the context of debris disks, transit photometry is used to
study the evolution of debris around white dwarfs. The debris around ZTF J0139+5245
has a 110-day orbital period. It is assumed to come from a broken-up asteroid initially
situated at a distance where tidal forces were insufficient to break it apart (Veras et al.,
2020). Another white dwarf, ZTF J0328-1219, exhibits transiting planetary debris with two
specific periodicities, which indicate two clumps of debris orbiting the star (Vanderbosch
et al., 2021). In conclusion, studying transits can give insights into structures in the disks
or evidence for passages of asteroids delivering material.

The study of bodies in transit requires a rather precise alignment of the orbital plane
with the line of sight. However, when studying non-aligned debris, alternative methods
such as analysing the spectral energy distribution1 (SED) of the star come into play. These
plots show two peaks (see Fig. 2.2, left), where the higher peak is for the white dwarf and the
lower peak (at a longer wavelength) is known as the infrared excess. The first white dwarf
observed to exhibit an infrared excess was G 29-38 by Zuckerman and Becklin (1987). By
the use of infrared photometry, they observed an excess emission at wavelengths > 2µm,
which led to their assumption that dust grains orbit this star in a disk. Studying the
geometry of these disks is challenging since the correlation between the infrared excess
and the geometric configuration is degenerate (Veras et al., 2024). Recent observations

1usually flux density versus wavelength plots
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show that the infrared excess of most white dwarf debris disks varies over time (see Fig.
2.2, right). Swan et al. (2019) proposed that these flux changes are most likely driven by
collisions within the dusty disk. Therefore, dust production must be an ongoing process.
Additionally, Swan et al. (2020) observed that the flux changes happen within timescales
of months to years rather than minutes to hours and that dimming and brightening events
are equally common.

Figure 2.2: Left: SED of G 29-38 reprinted from “The Dust Cloud around the White
Dwarf G29-38”, by Reach et al. (2005). Right: Lightcurves of WD 0145+234 taken by
Spitzer (left of the centre) at 3.6 µm (blue) and 4.5 µm (red) and JWST (right of the
centre) reprinted from “The first white dwarf debris disk observed by JWST”, by Swan
et al. (2024). The horizontal lines show the photospheric flux.

The last main type of observations of debris around white dwarfs are emission and
absorption lines, which are observed using gas spectroscopy. Emission lines are an indi-
cation of gas, which is generated by collisions within the debris disk or sublimation of
grains close to the star. They can be used to identify the chemical composition of the gas.
Unlike the infrared excess, emission lines can be used to characterise the geometry of the
gas using Doppler tomography. The most common polluters for white dwarfs with dusty
disks are CaII and Si. It was found that all white dwarfs with CaII emission lines have
an infrared excess due to debris disks (Farihi, 2016). Additionally, CaII emission lines are
often asymmetric, leading to the conclusion that the gas disk is eccentric. The silicate
emission lines, on the other hand, indicate micron-sized dust grains. This dust seems to
be carbon-deficient and rocky (Farihi, 2016). Some white dwarfs also exhibit absorption
features additional to emission lines. Like emission lines, absorption features for white
dwarfs can have asymmetric line profiles and Doppler shifts. WD 1124-293 is an example
of a white dwarf that exhibits Ca absorption and photospheric absorption features due to
Mg and Fe (Steele et al., 2021).

So far, white dwarfs with gas emissions from the disk exhibit metals in their atmo-
spheres. This could come from an observational bias since detection prefers high abun-
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dances of these metals, a strong infrared excess, and strong emission lines from the gas.
Emission lines not only indicate the presence of gas but also support the detection of the
infrared excess. The gas and dust disks are in the same region around the star, which
supports the theories of tidally disrupted bodies forming the disks (Farihi, 2016). Lastly,
the emission lines are observed to vary as well (Dennihy et al., 2018). The observed
variations are proposed to come from relativistic precession or non-axisymmetric density
perturbations within the gas disk.

2.3 Disk Formation and Evolution

Many different processes can deliver material to a white dwarf. The most important
concept within this context is the Roche limit. It describes a certain region around a star
where a body gets tidally disrupted (Lissauer and de Pater, 2013, Chapter 13.1). Outside
this region, large bodies, such as asteroids or planets, are held together by self-gravitation.
However, when an object reaches the Roche limit, the tidal forces acting on it become
larger than its self-gravitation, leading the object to break apart into smaller fragments
(see Fig. 2.3, step 2). The Roche limit for white dwarfs is around 0.01R⊙ to 1R⊙ (Veras
et al., 2024) and the debris disk is usually within 1 R⊙ (step 3).

Figure 2.3: One possible delivery mechanism for disks: 1) gravitational interaction between
two bodies, 2) as one body reaches the Roche limit, it gets tidally disrupted into smaller
fragments, 3) the dust and debris form a disk around the star, 4) the region closest to the
star only contains gas due to sublimation of dust, 5) gas is accreted onto the white dwarf.

The mechanism describing the delivery of material to a white dwarf’s Roche limit is
called pollution (step 1). Pollutants can vary in size from pebbles and dust to planets
(Maldonado et al., 2020a,b) or asteroids. Asteroids can be gravitationally perturbed by
planets, leading to high orbital eccentricities (McDonald and Veras, 2023; Bonsor et al.,
2011). For planets to act as pollutants, they need a giant planet or a companion star to
drive the pollution. However, since there are not enough planets per system, planets rarely
pollute white dwarfs (Veras et al., 2024). Very small objects, such as pebbles and dust, are
common pollutants since a large amount of dust is present after the giant branch phases
due to the break-up of asteroids and planets or collisions breaking apart objects. Dust and
pebbles are so small that they do not need gravitational interactions from larger bodies to
reach the Roche limit. They can sometimes be drawn towards the Roche limit by stellar ra-
diation alone (Veras et al., 2015b; Veras, 2020). Such processes include Poynting-Robertson
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drag, which leads centimetre-sized dust grains to spiral inwards, and the Yarkovsky effect,
which leads km-sized objects to move inwards or outwards due to irregular temperature
distributions on the objects (Lissauer and de Pater, 2013, Chapter 2.8).

If the particles in the disk get too close to the star via radiation effects or collisions,
they sublimate. This process creates a gas disk within roughly 1 R⊙ around the star
(see Fig. 2.3, step 4). The gas is accreted onto the white dwarf (step 5) and in doing
so, pollutes its atmosphere in three stages (Farihi, 2016). At first, the metals build up
in the outer layers of the white dwarf’s atmosphere. In this stage, the ratios of heavy
elements in the star and the disk are equal, as the metals have not sunk yet. After that,
the system reaches a steady state. Lastly, after the accretion of the gas is completed, the
metals remain detectable for many diffusion timescales. This is the time over which these
metals diffuse out of the photosphere and sink into the deeper layers of the star. Knowing
these timescales helps understand the accretion rates and the timeline of these processes.
Detectable metals imply that accretion has occurred relatively recently.

2.4 Disk Models

To interpret the observations, it is necessary to understand the important radiative pro-
cesses for debris disks. When the incoming radiation from the white dwarf reaches the
disk, it is either absorbed, scattered, or transmitted, as shown in Fig 2.4. The transmitted
radiation passes through the disk without experiencing any changes. Therefore, it is the
same as the incident radiation coming from the white dwarf.
The absorbed and re-emitted radiation can be seen as the infrared excess in SEDs. The
absorbed radiation heats the disk, which means the re-emitted radiation can be described as
thermal radiation. There are many models describing the infrared excess of white dwarfs.
One of the simplest is based on modelling the disk as a blackbody. The most common
model is the so-called flat disk model by Jura (2003) derived from a disk model for T
Tauri stars by Chiang and Goldreich (1997). The disk is modelled as a set of flat and
opaque rings, each having a different temperature. A few years later, Jura et al. (2007)
derived a disk model, using a warped disk with a temperature gradient to describe the
debris around white dwarf GD 362. This model assumes an opaque disk, where the outer
region of the disk absorbs all radiation but is optically thin in infrared. Other disk models
include for example eccentric disks (Dennihy et al., 2016) or narrow disks with an opening
angle (Ballering et al., 2022)
In the simplest models, the reflected radiation from the disk keeps the same spectrum as
the incident radiation2. The simplest model for a reflecting surface is a Lambertian surface,
which reflects all radiation perfectly diffuse (Karttunen et al., 2017). If the reflecting object
is not a Lambertian surface, the reflected radiation depends on the incident angle described
by a phase function For small particles, one can use the Henyey–Greenstein (HG) phase
function, which gives an approximate solution for diffraction effects when waves interact
with particles. For forward scattering, the HG phase function resembles functions derived

2In principle, the efficiency of scattering depends on wavelength.
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Figure 2.4: Visualization of the radiative processes of the debris disk. The dashed arrow
shows transmission of the light through the disk, while the yellow and orange arrows show
absorption and re-emission of stellar radiation. The black arrows visualize the scattering
of incoming radiation.

based on Mie scattering (Henyey and Greenstein, 1941), where the particles are larger
than the wavelength of incident light (Lockwood, 2019). This leads to constructive or
destructive interference between the scattered waves (Demtröder, 2017).

So far, studies in visible photometry have only been possible for planets or disks that are
passing in front of the white dwarf. The methods of infrared excess and gas spectroscopy
are however possible for any disk orientation. My thesis will examine whether one can
detect any change in these misaligned disks in optical photometry, which is a gap in current
research.
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Chapter 3

Method

In this chapter, I implement simple disk models for infrared and reflected visible light. I
start by deriving the flux of a white dwarf modelled as a blackbody. This is followed by
a simple blackbody model for the disk. Next, I derive the flux of a debris disk according
to the flat disk model by Jura (2003). I add albedo and packing fraction as parameters to
the flat disk model in §3.1.4 to be able to vary these parameters and see what is needed to
roughly match the observed infrared variability. Then, I redo the calculations for reflected
visible light in §3.2 starting with a Lambertian surface, which is then followed by a model
that uses the Henyey-Greenstein phase function to account for diffraction effects.

3.1 Infrared Excess

3.1.1 Stellar Blackbody Model

To plot the spectral energy distribution of a white dwarf, one has to know the flux density
of the star. The spectral flux density, or spectral irradiance, arriving at a detector can be
described by (Rutten, 2003, Chapter 2.1)

Fν =

∫

Iν cos θ dΩ , (3.1)

where Iν is the specific intensity of the star, dΩ is the solid angle with polar coordinates θ
and ϕ. The star can be assumed to be a point source, such that cos θ = 1. Additionally,
the star is assumed to be a blackbody with a projected emitting area Ω = πR2

∗
/d2, where

R∗ is the radius of the star and d the distance to the detector. The radiation of the star
can then be described by the Planck function

Bν(T∗) =
2hν3

c2
1

ehν/kBT∗ − 1
, (3.2)

where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, kB is the Boltzmann constant and
ν is the frequency. The flux density is then

Fν =
π

d2
Bν(T∗)R

2

∗
, (3.3)
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with units1 W m−2 Hz−1. To get the flux density in terms of wavelength, one has to note
that every frequency interval does not scale the same as every wavelength interval. The
Planck function can therefore not simply be rewritten with c = λ ν. The relation between
both Planck functions is Bν dν = Bλ dλ instead. Using dν = −c/λ2 dλ, the Planck function
in wavelength is described by

Bλ(T∗) =
2hc2

λ5
1

ehc/kBT∗λ − 1
, (3.4)

which gives the flux density in wavelength.

3.1.2 Blackbody Disk Model

Similarly to the derivation for the stellar blackbody, one can model the disk as a blackbody
by starting with Eq. (3.1). The disk is assumed to be a point source with a projected
emitting area of Ω = π/d2 cos(i)(a2o − a2i ), where ai and ao are the inner and outer disk
radii, respectively and i is the inclination2. Since the disk is assumed to be a blackbody,
the radiation can be described by the Planck function Bν(Td), where Td is the temperature
of the disk. This gives the flux density of the disk

Fν = π
cos i

d2
Bν(Td)(a

2

o − a2i ) . (3.5)

3.1.3 Simple Flat Disk Model

For the flat disk model, it is advisable to start by deriving the disk temperature since it is
now assumed to change within the disk. One can imagine the disk as an infinite number
of thin rings with radius da (see Fig. 3.1). The incoming radiation hitting the annulus on
both the upper and lower surface can therefore be described by

Pin = 2Fin2πa da , (3.6)

where 2πa da is the surface area for photons hitting the rings. The disk is assumed to be
a blackbody emitting all received radiation by the same surface area from both the upper
and lower sides of the disk.

Pout = 2σT 4

d 2πa da , (3.7)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the disk. The
equilibrium temperature of the disk can then be calculated by a balance between incoming
and outgoing radiation Pin = Pout.

Td =

(

Fin

σ

)1/4

(3.8)

1Sometimes, the flux density is given in Jansky (Jy), where 1 Jy = 10−26 W m−2 Hz−1.
2At i = 90° the disk appears edge-on, while at i = 0° the disk is face-on.
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3.1. INFRARED EXCESS CHAPTER 3. METHOD

The incoming radiation Fin hitting an accretion disk was first derived by Friedjung (1985)
and Adams and Shu (1986). Two assumptions can be made for the flat disk model: the
disk height H is zero and the disk is located relatively far away from the star, i.e. R∗ ≪ a.
The complete derivation of the incoming flux is shown in Appendix A.

Fin =
2

3π

(

R∗

a

)3

σT 4

∗
. (3.9)

The temperature of the disk Eq. (3.8) is then given by

Td =

(

2

3π

)1/4 (
R∗

a

)3/4

T∗ , (3.10)

which is also the equation used for the flat disk model derived by Chiang and Goldreich
(1997) for T Tauri stars. Similarly to the blackbody disk model, the disk in the flat disk
model is assumed to be a blackbody and a point source. The projected emitting area of
the annulus is, therefore, Ω = 2π/d2 cos (i)a da and the spectral flux density can then be
written as (Jura, 2003)

Fν =
2π cos i

d2

∫ ao

ai

Bν(Td(a)) a da . (3.11)

The inner and outer disk radii are denoted as ai and ao, respectively. The disk is now
modelled as a set of rings with radius da, where each ring has a different temperature
Td(a) depending on the distance to the star (see Fig. 3.1). Using the Planck function in
wavelength, Eq. (3.4), gives rise to the flux density in terms of wavelength.

Figure 3.1: Visualization of the flat disk model, where the disk is modelled as a set of rings
with different temperatures. Not to scale.

3.1.4 Albedo and Packing Fraction

The flat disk model simplifies the disk to be opaque and perfectly absorbing. To be able
to vary the ability of the disk to reflect and emit light, one can multiply two additional
parameters to the disk temperature from Eq. (3.10), i.e. albedo and packing fraction. The
incoming radiation can be described by Pin = 2(1− Ab)Fin2πa da, where Ab is the albedo
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3.2. REFLECTED LIGHT CHAPTER 3. METHOD

of the disk3 and the outgoing radiation can be described by Pout = 2ϵσT 4

d 2πa da, where ϵ
is the emissivity of the disk. If the infrared wavelength is assumed to be smaller compared
to the debris in the disk, the emissivity can be approximated to be 0.9 (Lissauer and de
Pater, 2013, Chapter 4.1.3). Altogether, the disk temperature can then be written as

Td =

(

2

3π

)1/4 (
R∗

a

)3/4

T∗

(

1− Ab

ϵ

)1/4

. (3.12)

To also be able to vary how full the disk is, one can add a packing fraction4 f . The packing
fraction is added to the spectral flux density from Eq. (3.11) as a coefficient.

Fν =
2π cos i

d2
f

∫ ao

ai

Bν(Td(a)) a da (3.13)

Now, one can influence the modelled spectral flux density by varying the inner and outer
disk radii, the albedo, or the packing fraction. The integral in Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.13)
can only be solved numerically.

3.2 Reflected Light

This section focuses on the derivations made for optical reflected light starting with a simple
model using a Lambertian surface, followed by a model using the Henyey–Greenstein phase
function.

3.2.1 Lambertian Surface

A Lambertian surface is an idealized diffuse reflector. The emergent intensity is therefore
described by (Madhusudhan and Burrows, 2012)

I = AbfFin

cos i

π
, (3.14)

which depends on the inclination or viewing angle of the observer i. Fin is the flux hitting
the disk, which corresponds to Eq. (3.9) derived for the flat disk model in §3.1.3. It is
rewritten as

Fin =
2

3
Bλ(T∗)

(

R∗

a

)3

(3.15)

to have the spectral flux instead of bolometric flux. The total flux density coming from
the disk as reflected radiation integrated over a da dψ from 0 to 2π is then

FLam = Abf
4 cos i

3d2
Bλ(T∗)R

3

∗

(

1

ai
−

1

ao

)

. (3.16)

3Ab = 0 means the disk absorbs all incoming radiation without reflecting anything. Ab = 1 means the
disk reflects all incoming radiation without absorbing anything. In this case, the disk temperature is equal
to zero.

4At f = 0 the disk is transparent and f = 1 means the disk is opaque.
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3.2.2 Henyey–Greenstein Model

A Lambertian surface only describes perfectly diffuse reflected light. For the reflected light
of a non-Lambertian surface, one has to take the incident angle α of the light into account.
This is done by implementing a phase function Φ(α)

I = Abf
2

3
Bλ(T∗)

(

R∗

a

)3

Φ(α) . (3.17)

For small particles, one can use the Henyey–Greenstein phase function, which was originally
proposed for scattering by interstellar dust (Henyey and Greenstein, 1941). It gives an
approximate solution for diffraction effects.

Φ(α) =
1− g2

4π

1

(1 + g2 − 2g cosα)3/2
, (3.18)

The factor of 1

4π
is the normalization constant when normalizing over the solid angle. The

asymmetry of the function is described by −1 ≤ g ≤ 1, where g = 0 means all radiation
is scattered isotropically and g = 1 means all radiation is scattered forward. The phase
angle α is related to the inclination i by (Madhusudhan and Burrows, 2012)

cosα = sin (ψ) sin (i) . (3.19)

A sketch of the angles is shown in Fig. 3.2. The disk, for example, appears face-on when
the inclination is zero. The phase angle in that case is 90°.

Figure 3.2: Schematic overview over the angles for reflected light. The angle between the
normal of the disk and the observer is the inclination i. The orange dashed line shows the
phase angle α. The angle ψ goes from 0 to 2π around the whole disk.

The flux density reflected by the disk is then computed similarly to that for the Lambertian
surface:

FHG = Abf
2

3d2
Bλ(T∗)R

3

∗

(

1

ai
−

1

ao

)∫

2π

0

Φ(α)dψ (3.20)

This equation has no analytical solution and can only be solved numerically.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Infrared Excess

4.1.1 Blackbody and Flat Disk Model

Figure 4.1 shows the blackbody disk model compared to the flat disk model plotted for WD
0145+234 and G 29-38 using the properties displayed in Table 4.1. The disk temperature
of the blackbody is chosen to be at 960 K for both disks. The disk in each plot shows
up as a smaller peak to the right of the stellar blackbody, which is expected for the
infrared excess. One can see how the disk flux density exceeds the stellar flux density at
longer wavelengths. This can be explained by Wien’s displacement law stating that the
temperature and wavelength at a peak in a blackbody spectrum are inversely proportional
to each other. A peak at a shorter wavelength has a higher temperature than a peak at
a longer wavelength. Additionally, the emitting area of the disk is larger than that of the
star. This is why the stellar blackbody is seen as the first peak followed by the disk, which
exceeds the star at longer wavelengths.

The left plot shows WD 0145+234, where the blackbody curve and the flat disk model
are scaled down by a factor of 0.35 and 0.3, respectively to roughly match the observed
flux density by Swan et al. (2024) Figure 2. The right plot shows G 29-38, where only
the blackbody curve is scaled down by a factor of 0.8 to roughly match the flux density of
Figure 6 in Xu et al. (2018).

Table 4.1: Properties of the white dwarfs WD 0145+234 and G 29-38.

White dwarf Radius [R⊙] Temperature [K] Distance [pc] Reference

WD 0145+234 0.0116 13060 29.458 Wang et al. (2019)
G 29-38 0.013 11240 17.5 Xu et al. (2018)

One can see that the flat disk curve and the blackbody disk curve overlap well in each
plot, which confirms that both models are similar. The blackbody model is a basic but
useful attempt to get a general idea of the emitted flux density. But contrary to the flat
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disk model, the blackbody model does not have a geometry or a temperature gradient
throughout the disk. It can therefore not be used for optical scattering calculations, which
will be done later.
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Figure 4.1: The blackbody disk model for WD 0145+234 (left) with inner ai = 13R∗ and
outer disk radius ao = 24R∗ (Owens et al., 2023) and G 29-38 (right) with inner and outer
disk radius ai = 10R∗ and ao = 28R∗ (Xu et al., 2018) compared to the flat disk model.
Both disks have an inclination of 30°.

The difference between both plots is the height and position of the stellar blackbody curve
compared to the flat disk model. The left plot, modelling WD 0145+234, is slightly shifted
to shorter wavelengths compared to the right plot, which is modelling G 29-38. This
behaviour can be explained by the temperature differences of the two stars. Since the
white dwarf in the left plot is hotter than the white dwarf in the right plot, the shift to
shorter wavelengths is consistent with Wien’s displacement law.

Additionally, the left plot is lower in flux density than the plot for G 29-38. This can be
explained by the difference in radius and distance of the two white dwarfs. WD 0145+234
has a smaller radius and a larger distance, which with Eq. (3.3) results in a lower flux
density. On the other hand, G 29-38 has a larger radius and smaller distance leading to a
higher flux density, which can be seen in the plots.

4.1.2 Varying Disk Radii

In this section, I increase and decrease the inner and outer disk radii systematically to look
at a variety of disks. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic overview of the sizes and distances of
the disks considered in the plots in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4. The albedo and packing fraction are
kept constant at 0 and 1 and the disk is assumed to be face-on, i.e. i = 0°.

The plots in Fig. 4.3 show G 29-38 and its debris disk for different inner disk radii ai,
while keeping the outer radius constant at ao = 28R∗. This corresponds to a disk similar
to the one shown in A in Fig. 4.2. The left plot shows disks with small inner radii. One
can see that decreasing the inner disk radius increases the peak height. Additionally, the
peak shifts to the left. Decreasing the inner disk radius while keeping the outer radius
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constant, increases the surface area of the disk. Since the disk has more surface area it can
absorb more radiation leading to an increase in flux density and therefore a higher peak.
Furthermore, the disk is very close to the white dwarf for small inner radii, leading to the
disk becoming very hot. Hence, the peaks are shifted to shorter wavelengths.

Figure 4.2: Schematic overview of the different sizes and distances of the disks considered
in the above plots. The red arrow symbolizes which radius is being changed for the different
scenarios.

The plot on the right-hand side shows disks with large inner radii (Fig. 4.2, B). The peak
decreases with increasing inner radius and shifts slightly to the right. The debris disk is
further away from the white dwarf than before and has a small surface area. Because of
that, the disk is cooler and absorbs less radiation, leading to the peak being lower in height
and shifted to longer wavelengths.

Figure 4.3: The flat disk model plotted for G 29-38 with outer disk radius ao = 28R∗ (Xu
et al., 2018) and varying inner disk radius ai.

Figure 4.4 shows plots of G 29-38 its debris disk with inner disk radius ai = 10R∗ and
different outer disk radii. The plot on the left-hand side shows disks with small outer radii
(Fig. 4.2, C). One can see that the peak height decreases with decreasing outer radius.
The surface area of the disk is smaller for smaller outer radii and therefore the disk emits
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less flux density. The peaks are shifted to the shorter wavelengths, which means the disk
becomes hotter for small outer radii. While the inner disk edge has the same distance to
the star, now the outer disk edge is closer than before, leading to the outer disk edge being
hotter and thus causing the disk temperature to become hotter on average.

The plot on the right-hand side shows the debris disk for larger outer radii while keeping
the inner radius constant (Fig. 4.2, D). The peak heights increase with increasing radius,
which is due to the disk getting a larger surface area for larger outer radii. In addition to
that the peaks shift to longer wavelengths, meaning the disk becomes colder. The outer
edge of the disk moves further away with increasing outer radius, which leads to the outer
edge being cooler than before. This in turn leads to the disk temperature becoming cooler
on average as well.

Figure 4.4: The flat disk model plotted for G 29-38 with inner disk radius ai = 10R∗ (Xu
et al., 2018) and varying outer disk radius ao.

One can conclude that simply changing the radius gives a variety of flux density values.
To achieve very high values for the flux density, the disk radius needs to be large. To get
a high flux density at a low wavelength, the inner disk edge needs to be close to the star,
while the outer disk edge is far enough to have a large surface area (Fig. 4.2, A). Similarly,
to get a high flux at a long wavelength, the disk needs to be away from the star while
having a large outer radius (Fig. 4.2, D). For low flux density values, the disk radius has
to be small. For a peak at short wavelengths the disk has to be close to the star (Fig. 4.2,
C), while for a peak at long wavelengths, the disk has to be further away (Fig. 4.2, B).
During the derivations of the flat disk model R∗/a is assumed to be small. Therefore, the
extreme case A, where the disk inner radius is very small, will not work for this model.

4.1.3 Albedo and Packing Fraction

Figure 4.5 (left) shows the flat disk model for WD 0145+234 with varying albedo values.
One can see that decreasing the albedo increases the peak height of the flat disk model. A
higher albedo means more radiation is reflected, while a zero albedo means all radiation
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hitting the disk is absorbed. Therefore, the highest peak in the plot is for Ab = 0 and the
lowest curve is not visible due to the disk reflecting all radiation at Ab = 1.

By taking a close look at the positions of each peak, it is noticeable how increasing
the albedo also slightly shifts the peaks to shorter wavelengths. As the albedo increases
the disk starts to reflect more radiation than it absorbs. This causes the disk to become
cooler. Hence, the peaks for higher albedo values are shifted to larger wavelengths.

Figure 4.5: The flat disk model plotted for WD 0145+234 with inner disk radius ai = 13R∗

and outer disk radius ao = 24R∗ (Owens et al., 2023). The left plot shows the debris disk for
different albedo values, while the right plot shows the disk for different packing fractions.
The disk is assumed to be face-on.

On the right-hand side of Fig. 4.5, one can see the flat disk model for WD 0145+234 with
varying packing fractions. A high packing fraction corresponds to more material in the
disk, while a zero packing fraction describes a transparent disk. The peak heights decrease
with decreasing packing fraction, which is consistent with the definition of the packing
fraction as a parameter describing the amount of material in the disk. Less material means
the disk can absorb less radiation causing the peak to be lower.

All in all, to change the flux density one can increase or decrease the packing fraction to
get higher or lower peak heights. By changing the albedo, the peaks also slightly shift. A
higher albedo will lower the peak height and move it to a higher wavelength.

4.2 Reflected Visible Light

4.2.1 Lambertian Surface

Starting with the Lambertian reflector five parameters can be varied for this model: in-
ner and outer radius, albedo, packing fraction, and inclination. Changing the inclination
changes the reflected flux density due to the dependence on cosine. At zero-degree incli-
nation, the disk appears face-on, which leads to a maximum flux density being reflected
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by the disk. If the disk is edge-on, i.e. i = 90°, no flux density is reflected to the observer,
which is why there is no curve for 90° in Fig. B.1 [Appendix B].
Figure 4.6 shows the ratio between the reflected light and the stellar blackbody depending
on packing fraction and albedo. The inclination is fixed at 0° and the inner and outer radii
are ai = 10R∗ and ao = 28R∗ respectively. The ratio is about 1% for small albedo and
packing fraction values. For high albedo and packing fractions, the ratio reaches about
2.8%. This is expected from Eq. (3.16) since both the albedo and packing fraction are a
multiplicative factor for the flux density. The disk is less reflective for low albedo values
and therefore the flux density is low. Additionally, an almost transparent disk will also
reflect less radiation leading to a low flux density. Typical albedo values are around 0.1-0.2
for asteroids (Warner et al., 2009). Therefore, the ratio between the reflected light and the
stellar blackbody can be expected to be around 0.4% for G 29-38.

Figure 4.6: A contour plot for the ratio between the Lambertian reflected light and the
stellar radiation of white dwarf G 29-38 for i = 0° on the left-hand side. The right-hand
side shows the same plot but for the HG model using g = 0.1 and i = 0°. The x-axis shows
the packing fraction, while the y-axis shows the albedo.

Changing the inner and outer disk radii as in §4.1.2, similarly changes the reflected flux
density. The left plot in Fig. B.2 in Appendix B shows disks with varying inner radius,
while the outer radius is kept constant at ao = 28R∗. Decreasing the inner radius leads to
a higher flux density reflected by the disk. Since the outer radius is kept constant, the disk
increases in size when decreasing the inner radius. Additionally, the disk is closer to the
star for smaller inner radii, which by the inverse square law gives a higher flux density.

The right plot in Fig. B.2 in Appendix B shows plots for different outer radii while the
inner radius is kept at ai = 10R∗. The outer disk radius does not affect the flux density
as much as the inner disk radius, as seen when comparing the left and right plots. By
decreasing the inner disk edge, the disk moves closer to the star leading to a higher flux
density. By only moving the outer disk edge, the closest distance from the star to the disk
does not change, and hence the flux density does not change much.
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4.2.2 Henyey–Greenstein Model

A Lambertian surface is a simplified model and does not take diffraction effects into ac-
count. For a more realistic model of reflected light one can use the HG phase function.
A plot of the HG phase function as a function of α for varying g is shown in Fig. B.3 in
Appendix B. It shows the directional dependence of scattering for different g and α val-
ues. Looking at the left plot, which is showing negative g-values and therefore backwards
scattering, one can see that the phase function has a peak for large α. As α gets smaller
Φ(α, g) decreases indicating that less light is scattered forward. This behavior is expected
as this plot for negative g-values indicates a strong preference for backwards scattering.
The right plot shows positive g-values and therefore forward scattering. This time the
phase function peaks for low α and decreases as α increases, which shows that less light is
scattered backwards. The phase function behaves as a forward scattering phase function,
which is expected for positive g-values. Lastly, The phase angle α does not matter for
g ≈ 0. The phase function stays flat for all phase angles, indicating that the scattering is
uniform in all directions, which is expected for the HG phase function as g = 0 describes
isotropic scattering.

Figure 4.7 shows the reflected light with this phase function compared to the Lamber-
tian for both white dwarfs from Table 4.1. The height difference can be explained by the
difference in the stellar properties, as already done for the infrared excess in §4.1.1. The
Lambertian reflector is higher than the HG-phase function since a Lambertian surface is a
perfectly diffuse scatterer.

Figure 4.7: Plots of the reflected light using the Henyey-Greenstein phase function com-
pared to the Lambertian surface for g = 0.1 and i = 0°. The left plot shows WD 0145+234
and the right plot shows G 29-38.

The HG model has six parameters that can be varied, where five of these are the same ones
as for the Lambertian. The sixth parameter is the g-value, which indicates if the radiation
is scattered backwards, isotropic, or forwards. The reflected flux density decreases, by
increasing the g-value of the phase function, which is shown in Fig. 4.8 (left). The disk
is assumed to be face-on. A higher g-value means more radiation is scattered forward
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and therefore less radiation is detected. For g = 0 (isotropic scattering), the HG reflected
flux is a factor of 4 smaller than the Lambertian. This factor arises since the perfectly
diffuse nature of Lambertian scattering is not the same as the isotropic nature of g = 0
Henyey–Greenstein scattering.

The inclination does not have a strong impact on the phase function reflected flux, as
can be seen in Fig. 4.8 (right). For i = 0° the ratio between the reflected and stellar flux
is the lowest while for i = 90° it is the highest. This is because of the dependence on
sine. The behaviour of i here is therefore opposite to the behaviour of i in the Lambertian
reflector, where i depends on cosine.
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Figure 4.8: The reflected light with phase function for different g-values (left) for G 29-38.
The inclination is kept at i = 0°. The right plot shows the ratio of reflected and stellar
light for G 29-38 for different inclinations when g = 0.1.

The HG reflected flux follows the same behaviour as the Lambertian reflected flux for
different albedo and packing fractions, namely the reflected flux density is maximized for
maximum Ab and f and vice versa. However, the ratio between reflected and stellar flux
density is smaller because, as seen in Fig. 4.7, the Lambertian reflected flux is higher
than the reflected flux described by the HG-phase function. A realistic value for the ratio
between reflected flux and stellar radiation of G 29-38 described by the HG-phase function
when almost all radiation is scattered isotropically is about 0.1%, as shown in a contour
plot in Fig. 4.6 (right).

Lastly, changing the inner and outer radius for the HG model changes the flux density
similarly to the Lambertian model. Decreasing the inner radius increases the reflected flux
density due to the inverse square law. The ratios are again smaller since the reflected flux
with the HG phase function is lower than the Lambertian reflected flux. The plots are
shown in Fig. B.4 in Appendix B.

4.3 Variability

Now that the effect of each parameter on each model has been studied in detail, one can
apply this knowledge to the variability of white dwarf debris disks. The focus of this section
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is to look at the flux changes observed by Swan et al. (2024) for WD 0145+234 (see Fig.
2.2, right) and find parameters for the flat disk model that roughly match the observations.
In doing so, I try to match two flux values from Figure 1 (Swan et al., 2024) at 4.5 µm
using the flat disk model. I chose the first value at 1.48 mJy and the second one at 0.51
mJy, which were observed with a three-year distance by Swan et al. (2024). I then use
these parameters to plot the reflected light and examine how the infrared variability affects
it.

4.3.1 Infrared Excess

Firstly, the albedo is chosen to be constant at 0.2 since this is a typical value for asteroids
(Warner et al., 2009). The flat disk model can match the first value chosen by having a
disk that is 100% filled and has an inner and outer radius of ai = 13R∗ and ao = 24R∗,
respectively. The second value can be matched by decreasing the packing fraction to 35%.
Note that, these values are not unique, since a completely different set of parameters could
also give the same flux values. A plot of both sets of parameters is shown in Fig. 4.9.

Table 4.2: Parameters for the infrared excess values observed by Swan et al. (2024) at 4.5
µm. The albedo is kept constant at 0.2 and the inclination is 30°.

Flux [mJy] Packing fraction Inner radius [R∗] Outer radius [R∗]

1.48 1 13 24
0.51 0.35 13 24

The flat disk model fits the decrease in flux well by simply changing the packing fraction.
The cause of the reduction in flux and packing fraction could be collisional grinding, which
is typical of debris disks (Wyatt et al., 2007; Wyatt, 2008).
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Figure 4.9: The infrared excess of WD 0145+234 for the first parameters simulating 1.48
mJy (left) and the second parameters simulating 0.51 mJy (right). The black crosses
indicate the values observed by Swan et al. (2024).
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4.3.2 Reflected Light

For the same values from Table 4.2 one can now take a look at the reflected light coming
from the disk. The plots are shown in Fig. 4.10. From the first to the second set of
parameters, namely on a timescale of about three years, the reflected flux coming from the
disk decreases by a factor of 3. The ratio between the Lambertian reflected light and stellar
radiation is about 0.3% for the first set of parameters and becomes 0.09% for the second
set of parameters. However, a Lambertian surface is a simplified model for reflected light.
The HG model is a better estimation of the actual reflected light. For these plots, the disk
is assumed to be face-on and about half the radiation is scattered forward. The ratios for
the HG reflected flux and stellar radiation are about 0.07% for the first and 0.03% for the
second set of parameters. These values are very small compared to the expected ratios for
G 29-38 from Fig. 4.6. However, G 29-38 is larger in radius compared to WD 0145+234
which would lead to a larger flux density, and hence the reflected light from the disk would
make up a larger fraction of stellar radiation.
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Figure 4.10: The reflected light of WD 0145+234 for the first (left) and second (right) set
of parameters in Table 4.2. The disk is assumed to scatter almost all radiation isotropically
g = 0.1.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Outlook

In summary, I studied infrared and reflected light from disks around white dwarfs. In doing
so I derived mathematical models for the disks and studied their parameters in detail.
Lastly, I looked at the variability of the disks in both infrared and visible wavelengths to
examine whether one can detect any change in the disks in optical photometry, which is a
gap in current research.

I derived two models for the infrared excess. The blackbody disk model appeared as a
useful attempt to get a general idea of the flux density coming from the disk. Since this
model has no geometry, it cannot be used for optical scattering and hence the flat disk
model was derived. Modelled as a set of rings, where each ring has a different temperature
depending on the distance to the star, this model is a better approximation for the infrared
excess and a useful tool for optical scattering. By adding an albedo and packing fraction
to the flat disk model, the disk reflectivity and opacity can be varied.

For the reflected light, I started by looking at a Lambertian surface, which assumes
the disk to be a perfectly diffuse scatterer. Additionally to the radii, albedo, and packing
fraction, the model for the Lambertian reflector also depends on the inclination. A face-on
disk leads to a maximum flux density, while an edge-on disk has no flux density being
reflected. Each variable parameter only scales the blackbody curve down or up and does
not shift it to higher or shorter wavelengths, since it is always the same blackbody.

The last model I looked at, was a model for the reflected light using the Henyey-
Greenstein phase function. The Lambertian model is at higher flux densities than the HG
model due to the HG phase function taking diffraction effects into account. The g-value of
the phase function describes the direction of scattering of the reflected light going from −1
being backward scattering to 1 forward scattering. At zero the phase function is scattering
isotropically, which leads to a high flux density. The parameters from the Lambertain
model affect this model in a similar way.

Lastly, I investigated the infrared variability by taking two values observed three years
apart by Swan et al. (2024) for WD 0145+234, and finding suitable parameters for the flat
disk model to get similar values. I fixed the albedo at 0.2 and the inner and outer radius at
ai = 13R∗ to ao = 24R∗ and found that from one flux value to another the packing fraction
decreased from 100% to 35%. However, these values are not unique since a different set of
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parameters can simulate the observed flux density values as well.
Using this set of parameters, I lastly plotted the reflected light for the Lambertian and

HG models. The decrease in flux seen for the infrared excess is also seen in the reflected
light for both models. The reflected light changes by a factor of three in three years. How-
ever, it only makes up a small fraction of the stellar light. For the ratio of reflected light
using the HG model and stellar radiation, the value is about 0.07% and decreases to 0.03%.

For future research, one can discuss more complicated disk models than the flat disk model
to study the infrared excess. The emissivity introduced to the flat disk model derived here
has the assumption that the dust grains are larger than the wavelength. However, in a real
disk, one would expect several different-sized grains. Since the emissivity depends on the
grain size one could use a distribution of grain sizes to get a more accurate value of it than
just having a constant value. The HG model for reflected light also assumes a constant
grain size, where all debris is larger than the wavelength. This is also not true for all debris
and dust in the disk and a more advanced scattering phase function could be taken into
account instead. All plots for the reflected light have the same blackbody but in practice,
it also depends on wavelength. To advance the model for reflected light further, this could
be taken into account.

While the flat disk model can explain the infrared variability when allowing changes in
the packing fraction, one could be able to describe the processes leading to variations in
flux in better detail using different models with more complex geometries. To explain and
investigate the infrared variability further, one could think about a model for the debris
and the gas together. Both disks are in the same region and are related to one another
due to effects like PR-drag, Yarkovsky effect, collisions, and sublimation.

The reflected light from a white dwarf debris disk has not been observed yet. For future
research, one can try to see if the reflected light can be observed. To do so, one could
think about blocking out the light coming from the star as it is done for protoplanetary
disks or disks around MS stars. A great example of this method is the Fomalhaut disk or
the β Pictoris system, where the stellar light is blocked out by using a coronagraph to see
the disk (Lawson et al., 2024; Apai et al., 2015). However, the disks observed using this
method are far away from their host star. Debris disks of white dwarfs are usually very
close to the star, which makes observing the reflected light with this method unfavourable.

Instead, one could think about observing the unresolved flux from the white dwarf and
the disk around it. If the disk changes, the reflected flux from the disk will change, which
in turn also slightly changes the total observed flux. One could then see the change relative
to the previous flux value over time scales of months or years. But one has to consider that
the reflected flux is only a small fraction of the stellar light and that for example, the factor
of three change for WD 0145+234 happened in three years. In general, the observability
depends on the magnitude of the star. Therefore a closer white dwarf with a disk that
reflects a larger portion of incoming light might be more favorable to observe.

To do so, one would need a stable telescope, low noise, and a good calibration against
the background. This would also include a suitable selection of companion stars to cali-
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brate the photometer. Additionally, one must ensure that the variations come from the
target star and not the background or a companion star. In general, relative photometry
would be suitable such that the absolute stability of the telescope does not matter. Fur-
thermore, multiple exposures from one night could be taken to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio. Suitable telescopes could be CHEOPS, TESS, or PLATO, and also the Vera Rubin
Observatory.

In conclusion, I studied the infrared and optical light of white dwarf debris disks using
mathematical models. Using the parameters found for the infrared variability of WD
0145+234, I studied how the reflected light would be expected to change and what fraction
of the stellar radiation it constitutes. Using the models I derived for the reflected light, I
found that the reflected light changes by a factor of three in three years for WD 0145+234
and that it makes up about 0.07% to 0.03% of stellar radiation. By using relative pho-
tometry and very good calibration one could try to observe the reflected light coming from
a white dwarf debris disks, which is a gap in current research. Observations of reflected
light can in example give insight into the size, composition and surface properties (albedo)
of the disks. In general, reflected light could give complementary information to already
existing detection methods.
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Appendix A

Derivation of the Incoming Flux

This section is about the derivation for the flux hitting the disk originally derived by
Friedjung (1985) and Adams and Shu (1986). This derivation is done according to a paper
by Ruden and Pollack (1991). For a flat debris disk, one can imagine a very thin and
flat disk. This means the disk height H is zero. To describe the geometries of the system
spherical coordinates are used, where the origin is set at the disk such that the polar axis
is along the distance a between the star and the disk.

Figure A.1: Geometries of the flat debris disk model. Not to scale.

The incoming flux Fin can then be described by

Fin = 2

∫

∞

0

Bν(T∗) dν

∫

sin θ cosϕ dΩ , (A.1)

where dΩ = sin θ dθ dϕ. The angle theta goes from 0 to θmax, where θmax can be described
by arcsin (R∗/a) according to the geometries in Fig. A.1. The angle ϕ goes from 0 to π/2
according to Fig. A.2. However, this would only describe half the stellar disk, which is why
(A.1) has a factor of 2 in front.

Fin = 2

∫

∞

0

Bν(T∗) dν

∫ θmax

0

∫ φmax

0

sin2 θ cosϕ dϕ dθ (A.2)

The first integral can be solved using Stefan-Boltzmann’s law π
∫

∞

0
Bν(T∗)dν = σT 4

∗
and

after solving all integrals one gets the incoming flux in terms of the stellar temperature T∗,
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Figure A.2: The white dwarf viewed from the disk to visualize the minimum and maximum
angles for θ and ϕ.

stellar radius R∗, and disk radius a.

Fin =
σT 4

∗

π



arcsin
R∗

a
−
R∗

a

√

1−

(

R∗

a

)2



 (A.3)

Using a third-order Taylor expansion for x = 0 with x = R∗

a
for a disk that is located

relatively far away from the star (R∗ ≪ a), one gets the final equation for the incoming
radiation

Fin =
2

3π

(

R∗

a

)3

σT 4

∗
. (A.4)
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Appendix B

Plots

This section shows the behaviour of the Lambertian model for different inclinations, fol-
lowed by the behaviour of the HG model for different disk radii.

Figure B.1: The reflected flux density of white dwarf G 29-38 for different inclinations for
a Lambertian surface. i = 90° is invisible because no flux gets reflected to the observer
when the disk is edge-on.

Figure B.2: Plot of the ratio between disk and stellar flux density for G 29-38 with varying
inner (left) and outer radius (right). The disk is assumed to be face-on and the albedo and
packing fraction are chosen to be 1.
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Figure B.3: Contour plot of the HG phase function as a function of α for varying g.

Figure B.4: Plot of the ratio between reflected and incoming flux for G 29-38 for varying
inner (left) and outer radii (right). The inclination is set to zero and almost all radiation
is assumed to be scattered isotropically g = 0.1.
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Appendix C

Code

The code used for the plots can be viewed using the following link: https://github.com/
Amselii/Debris-Disk-Flux-Density.git
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